Consent Receipt Specification

Overview

A Consent Receipt is record of authority granted by a Personally Identifiable Information (PII) Principal to a PII Controller for processing of the Principal’s PII. The record of consent is human-readable and can be represented as standard JSON. This specification defines the requirements for the creation of a consent record and the provision of a human-readable receipt. The standard includes requirements for links to existing privacy notices & policies as well as a description of what information has been or will be collected, the purposes for that collection as well as relevant information about how that information will be used or disclosed. This specification is based on current privacy and data protection principles as set out in various data protection laws, regulations and international standards.

To find more information

- Known Implementations: Many Consent Receipt Implementations
- Meeting Notes: Meetings and Minutes
- GitHub Repo: https://github.com/KantaraInitiative/CISWG/issues
- Consent Receipt v0.7 test api on display at ConsentReceipt.org: http://api.consentreceipt.org,
- Consent Receipt CRG JSN - Documentation
- IIW XXIII Consent Receipt presentation: IIW XXIII - Wed 4E Consent Receipts.pptx
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Abstract: A Consent Receipt is record of authority granted by a Personally Identifiable Information (PII) Principal to a PII Controller for processing of the Principal's PII. The record of consent is human-readable and can be represented as standard JSON. This specification defines the requirements for the creation of a consent record and the provision of a human-readable receipt. The standard includes requirements for links to existing privacy notices & policies as well as a description of what information has been or will be collected, the purposes for that collection as well as relevant information about how that information will be used or disclosed. This specification is based on current privacy and data protection principles as set out in various data protection laws, regulations and international standards.

Consent Receipt Technical Specification Supporting Material

- 1 - Supporting Material
- Consent Legal V.1
- Consent Receipt Specification Use Cases
- Historical Material
- Many Consent Receipt Implementations
- Specification Clarification Questions
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